Abstract: This paper studies on optimization design of monorail brake spring, through establishing the mathematical model for optimization design of spring, MATLAB optimization toolbox is used to optimization calculation with examples, to obtain the optimum design parameters. Using optimization design method and MATLAB to improve the design accuracy and efficiency, and provide reliable basis for optimization of other components.
Introduction
Spring is the commonly used elastic parts. Spring design, the traditional method according to the maximum load, maximum deformation and spring structure requirements and other factors, to determine the spring original parameter by experience，after repeated calculation, finally get the design parameters [1] . In this paper, taking the minimum volume as spring optimization design goal, establish mathematical model, optimization calculation with the help of MATLAB software, to obtain the optimal parameters of springs, improve the design accuracy.
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Figure1. The sketch diagram of brake mechanism
The monorail crane locomotive in coal production equipped with a braking device. This article introduces the three poles clamp hydraulic brake structure, as showed in figure 1 . The main process is that spring 4 accumulate energy by its performance, when the brake oil in checking cylinder 3 unloads, brake blocks is pressed onto the track of the web under the spring pressure and then to generate positive pressure, braking is achieved.
2 Establish the mathematical model
Design Variables
According to the design requirements,spring material is hot rolled spring steel 50CrMnA.The spring should meet the requirements: service life N ( [2] . 
Establishment of Objective Function
Under the premise of meeting the structure performance, it takes the spring minimum volume as the optimization goal. The objective function is shown as follows:
Design constraints
Constraints generally includes stiffness constrains and strength constraints, vibration stability constraints and spring size constraints.
Stiffness constraint conditions
Since the spring stiffness is required to control within a certain range
and G refers to the shear modulus of elasticity of the spring material, thus, stiffness constraint is concluded :
8 .
Strength constraint conditions
The strength of spring is expressed as:
In this formula: 
Where C refers to spring convolute ratio, 
Stability constraint conditions
For the compression spring, in order to avoid the occurrence of instability, the ratio of its , so stability constraint conditions is deduced :
Convolute ratio constraint conditions
Convolute ratio C ， d D C = , 8 4 ≤ ≤ C ,    ≤ − ≤ − 0 4 0 8 D d d D
Spring maximum deformation constraint
The maximum spring deformation length max λ can not exceed the total axial spacing. It can be expressed as: (6) In summary, the mathematical model could be established as follow: Spring parameter matrix: 
Calculation of Function Optimization
Fmincon function attempts to work out the minimum of a constrained nonlinear multi-variable function.The process of optimization calculation by fmincon function are as follows [3] :
Where X , b , beq , lb , and ub are vectors, A and Aeq are matrices, ) (x c and ) (x ceq are functions, and ) (x f , ) (x c , and ) (x ceq could be nonlinear function [4] . The optimization calculation format is:
[x,fval,exitflag]=fmincon(fun,x 0 ,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub,nonlcon,options) Where the fval refers to the minimum value of the objective function, the exitflag refers to iteration termination condition, and fun refers to the objective function. x 0 is taken as the primary value to search the minimum. Besides, A refers to a matrix on linear formula coefficients , b refers to a matrix on the result of linear formula,and lb refers to the matrix of the bottom boundary of parameters. Option refers to specified optimization parameters option, nonclon refers to the function about constraints and options applied to large-scale algorithm or medium-scale algorithm [5] .
Optimization Calculation Process (1) Establish an M-file for objective function:
The expression on objective function: 
Results analysis
Comparison between conventional design and MATLAB optimization results is as follows： The result exitflag is bigger than zero, which means that the solution is convergent and efficient [6] . As can be seen from the table 1, when takes x 0 =[30 180 16], the volume of conventional design method is 2592000 mm 3 ; and the optimized volume is 2368114.82 mm 3 , it is 91% of the volume by traditional way. The final design data can be adjusted to the standard series parameters in the light of the requirements.
Summary
To sum up, in the spring design, spring design method based on MATLAB optimization toolbox can effectively improve the design accuracy, and design the spring of optimal combination parameters , the method is the improvement of traditional design. thanks to these fund sponsors.
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